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Title: DEAD OR ALIVE 5 Last Round: Core Fighters Character: Brad Wong
Genre: Action
Developer:
Team NINJA, KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Core i7 870 over

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280×720 pixel over

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Online modes for Dead or Alive 5 Last Round will be added in a patch within 3 months of release.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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i cant acctually dowload it XD. the loading screen is taking too long please fix it it would be nice!. Absolutely amazing. This
game is beautiful in every aspect: the story, the art, the voice acting, the whole atmosphere - everything. Could've done without
all that magic that was happening towards the end, at least in my opinion, but even then it's a stunning point n' click. Grab it
when you have some ca$h, this is surely recommended.. Didnt care for it, All the creatures I created die after 6 seconds no
matter no matter how hard I tried to fix them. Just a BF 109 fan. Not bad. Pretty fast in the air. Awesome flyer. Simple yet
brilliant.
Mostly match-3 with a little bit of hidden object. Many hours of fun.

Score 9\/10. I would have to say that after playing this game for quite awhile it is pretty interesting and fun. I've seen only some
of the story behind it; however it actually intrigues me when it comes to the diary pages that are randomly scattered across the
house. When it came to the overall controls especially on keyboard, it was pretty simple. The only bad thing about it was how
laggy it could get on the menus, but it could just be my computer.

Now for the important part, the gameplay was quite fun (especially in the later bits of the game where you can triple jump and
etc...).It is like a rogue-dungeon crawler, but you progress with it trying to protect a bedroom base; however it starts off very
very slow paced (And the combat doesn't really change from spamming that primary weapon) . It's almost impossible not to hate
the game for a little while due to how grindy it can get and how weak you start off. Not to mention the need to gather blueprints
for weapons and important key factors that make youj survive the night. Even if it is a rogue like game, it takes quite an odd
approach to it by ending every night with a chance of you to lose some important materials quite often ( you can build your way
to defend the base and suc; however to a new player it's very difficult to build it and also want to upgrade your character, then
again, you lose random junk most of the time). Not only do you lose quite a bit of progress, it's very difficult to actually make
progress with how quickly the difficult ramps up the further you adventure

Annother thing to add is that the quests within the game are also super grindy that it takes multiple runs in order to complete
them most of the time ( but you do get quite a load of rewards for completing them, and half the time you will already have
completed them). As for the loot in the game, it's very minimum to blueprints ( minor accesories and etc.) and random materials
that only get sorted in a basic 6 slotted backpack....and half the time you can't take everything and it becomes a loot hoarding
adventure, meanwhile again your base is being ransacked anyways, nulifying your progress sometimes.

I can't say that this game is for everyone, it is very addictive and fun; however it is very grindy and slightly the same from what I
am seeing as the game progresses, the enemies are exactly the same ( not all the same, but may have the same attacks or features
to them and in the certain areas); yet they can harm you in sooo many ways that you can barely go into a fight without getting a
scratch since there is no exact dodge or block mechanic from what i have seen, but yeah, so far this game is slightly mehhhh.

Overall though.. I do love the game despite it's flaws and issues, but i do have to say that i don't really know whether to
recommend this game unless you really want to experience the story and a very grindy game that it offers. I won't say that you
shouldn't not want the game because overall it's fun!. some racing mods too stupid and generally game is too hard, but nice fun
for a while
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Got this from the humble monthly so had no expectations whatsoever. It's great. It's hard and the level design and graphics are
really nice. I'm not a big fan of the genre but i would buy it even without the monthly bundle.. At this point there hasn't been any
updates since the febuary of 2018. The game has great potential but until there has been work done to it do not buy it at all.. no
good dont waste time on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665life too short. playing on lower level you still get
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicked. just another game developer lacking research into actual events. no chance to
change course of war historicaly. I know you wont post this go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 your self game not worth 5
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s. .... :( doggo. PLZ DON,T BY NONE OF THE LAST HOPE GAMES THEY ALL SUCK FOR
REAL IT NOT WORTH BUYING. Backed this game on kickstarter and I'm glad that even postponed more than once, it got
released. Memoranda is a point-and-click game where you help the protagonist find out her name. Based on magic realism
novels and short stories of Murakami, the game does have its charm. The graphics are beautiful and the soundtrack accompanies
the game perfectly. While some of the puzzles were hard to solve, I think this game did pretty well. I do wish we could speak
more with the characters and inspect more random things in the environment, but all in all it was a very enjoyable experience..
Black Sails makes an attempt at being an interesting horror themed adventure game, but poor plot, presentation and mechanics,
as well as some technical issues like the font they used on the notes or the problem with the audio cutting, not to mention that
one part where it's possible to  crash through the floor into the Mess Hall BEFORE having picked up all the key items required
to advance the game and forced you to reload previous save.  make the experience really hard to recommend to anyone but the
most diehard adventure game or ghost ship story fans out there. The plot is bare bones and is poorly executed, the visuals are
generally passable at best and artistically poor at worst, the majority of the audio is adequate but unmemorable, and the voice
work is mostly poor outside of the main character, who is only okay. The mechanics are easy to grasp and work with, but
positioning your character can be a chore, finding the right click spot can be a headache, and the item puzzles themselves can
often be way more obtuse than they should be. There’s also no replay value to speak of, as the dialogue choices offer no real
variance to speak of, and between the almost wholly unreadable notes in the game and the crash bugs, this is just a game that’s
simply hard to appreciate or recommend. Black Sails might be for you if you’re a diehard adventure game lover or just love
ghost ship stories, but for literally everyone else, it’s going to be a tough experience.. Easy Bowling Game - Great for small
breaks.

 The tutorial seemed fairly straight forward but it quickly became apparent that it didn't really prepare me for the game
at all. I ended up spending like 15 minutes reading through the in-game manual to figure things out.

 There's a growth phase and then a creation phase. The growth phase takes up most of the year. Your plants ripen in the
sun, but they also grow leaves which prevent this. You want them to be fairly ripe but not over-rippened, so you basically
spend most of the year staring at your plant and deciding when to trim the leaves (by clicking on them). Then at the end
of the year you can harvest your plants and turn it into wine using a series of dialogue boxes which change the stats of
your final product. Most of these boxes will have only one option at the start of the game anyway as you have to drop a
whole lot of money into upgrades.

 It's boring. You spend most of the game staring at your plants as they ripen. Then you make the wine and return to
staring at your plants. There're a few other bits like buying plots of land or upgrades but they're super expensive.
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